Alliance DELIVERY UNIT

NEW

ALLIANCE 1250 & 1258 DELIVERY UNITS

Pelton & Crane™
Your Image Reflected.
Introducing the ALLIANCE DELIVERY

The Alliance series delivery unit combines essential technology with quality components resulting in an efficient delivery unit.

STANDARD FEATURES

- Quick Clean Syringe and Straight asepsis tubing for three handpieces is standard
- Convenient brake release for flex arm
- Individual non-retracting water coolant adjustments
- Handpiece tubing purge system
- Self-contained water system with city water/bottled water selector
- Post-mount utility center with solids collector
- Contoured junction box
- Assistant’s instrumentation included on a telescoping arm
- HVE, SE, and QC syringe come as standard assistant’s package
- Optional cuspidor available

STANDARD FEATURES

- Rotating system design quickly and easily converts from left-to-right hand position
- Quick Clean Syringe and Straight asepsis tubing for three handpieces is standard
- Pre-wired with 8 conductor cable for accessory addition
- Floor utility center with regulators and shut-off valves
- Wet/dry foot control (with signal relay)
- Self-contained water system with city water/bottled water selector
- Individual water coolant adjustment valves
- Handpiece Tubing flush system
- Contoured junction box

SPIRIT 1706
Narrow back design without slings
Optional accessories shown
The 1700 chair offers a wide variety of upholstery options, including wide and narrow back, slings, colors, and exciting upholstery upgrades. The Plush Upholstery Upgrade includes Ultraleather and memory foam for a comfortable patient experience.

The Helios 1800 Light Series offers unique benefits like long LED lifespan, which means no more downtime or cost associated with bulb outages. Additionally, cool operation eliminates the risk of potential burns and uncomfortable ambient heat for you, your staff, and your patients. Reflective technology lets you focus on your patient: position yourself and your instruments where you need to, as the reflected light of Helios minimizes shadowing.

The Spirit 1700 chair compliments the Narrow Back Advantage. The chair's narrow back rest allows the clinician to reach the optimal ergonomic position, and enables the doctor to work around the chair, not trapped underneath it.
The new Alliance delivery system is designed with you and your patient in mind. For more information, call 1.800.659.6560.

ALLIANCE SWING MOUNT PACKAGE
- Spirit 1706 - Asepsis Narrow Back Chair
- Alliance 1258 - Ellipse Mount Delivery Unit
- Helios HLSE - Ellipse Mount Helios 1800 Light
- Assistant’s packages (not shown) include:
  - Model 22201 - 4 position Rear mounted vacuum package without cuspidor
  - Model 1294 - 4 position Rear mounted vacuum package with cuspidor
  - Dr. and Assistant stools (not shown)
- Model 2003 - Doctor’s Stool
- Model 2004 - Assistant’s Stool

ALLIANCE POST MOUNT PACKAGE
- Spirit 1706 - Asepsis Narrow Back Chair
- Alliance 1250 - Post Mount Utility Delivery Unit
- Helios HLS-P3 - System mounted Helios 1800 light with curved post
- Optional Cuspidor upgrade with 4 position assistant’s instrumentation
- Dr. and Assistant stools (not shown)
- Model 2003 - Doctor’s Stool
- Model 2004 - Assistant’s Stool

For more information, contact the Pelton & Crane sales representative in your area or your local authorized Pelton & Crane dental dealer.
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